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Chapter 78 

Jasmine Tong had just fallen asleep and hadn’t even slept when she felt 
someone lift her blanket. 

The man had always been like that, and she was no longer surprised. 

“Honey,” 

Jasmine Tong called out softly. 

“Well.” 

Jasmine Tong stared at him, he actually answered the 

Hearing him speak for the first time, though it was only an answer 

Jasmine Tong was surprised and delighted. 

Just as she was about to say more, the man had rudely ripped open her 
nightgown and poured hot, wet k!sses over it. 

Albert Ou has been abstinent for almost two weeks now, God knows how he’s 
managed to endure it. 

As soon as they touched her body, they quickly invaded the city. 

Jasmine Tong had no chance to speak at all. 

It was another long night. 

Jasmine Tong woke up the next morning, as usual, still in pain. 

Her eyes flickered with loss. 

Last night, he was once again wearing a condom, and he still chose 
contraception. 

Jasmine Tong sighed silently, really not knowing what the man was thinking. 



But there was nothing she could do, so she struggled to get up, packed up 
and went straight to Yancheng. 

Basically all costume dramas are filmed in Goose City, and this one is 
naturally no exception. 

To Jasmine Tong’s surprise, she was in the same room as the male and 
female number two this time. 

She even checked into the same room she had before. 

Everything seemed so familiar. 

Jasmine Tong arrived late and didn’t make the opening ceremony, so she 
didn’t know if the man and the woman were here. 

In the afternoon, the official start of the shooting, Jasmine Tong early to the 
set, looking for a quiet corner to start reading the script, but the heart has 
always wondered who is the first man and woman ah. 

It has been very secretive that there was no early official announcement or 
reveal of the male and female candidates this time around. 

In fact, Jasmine Tong doesn’t care about the female No.1, she doesn’t have 
much rivalry with her, but the male No.1. 

There are seven k!ssing scenes and two bed scenes. 

Although in the past, when I was in school, my teacher had told me that as an 
actor, you have to know how to dedicate yourself to your art, and some 
k!ssing and bed scenes are unavoidable. 

The last time she played Rose, there was no intimacy. It was her first on-
screen k!ss. 

Naturally, Jasmine Tong wanted to know who it was. 

As she got misty-eyed, a familiar voice came over. 

“It’s so hot, are you sure you want to wear such a thick costume?” 

Jasmine Tong fiercely raised her head and immediately saw Mo Yiang, who 
was surrounded by people 



Mo Yiang. 

It’s Mo Yiang. 

Jasmine Tong blinked, this brat, why didn’t he tell her? 

As soon as Mo Yiang entered, he looked around as if searching for 
something. 

“Ione you’re here” another familiar voice. 

when Qin turns around 

The male and female leads in this drama are Mo Yiang and Qin Jianliang. 

Oh, my God. 

This is gonna be a ratings hit in the future. 

When Qin turned around and gently walked towards Mo Yiang, raising his 
hands and feet was still elegant and noble. 

Mo Yiang frowned and greeted her perfunctorily. 

Jasmine Tong hadn’t yet recovered from this shocking news when she 
already met Mo Yiang’s eyes 

Mo Yiang smiled slyly. 

Tong immediately averted her gaze and tried to escape with her script in tow 

This Black Earth is against her. 

Just when Jasmine Tong was about to escape, Mo Yiang appeared in front of 
her. 

“Where to?” 

Jasmine Tong looked around. 

“Don’t look, no one.” 

Jasmine Tong was only slightly relieved by this. 



“Black Earth you knew you were going to make this movie, why didn’t you tell 
me?” 

They even watched the movie together yesterday, and he definitely didn’t just 
decide to shoot it yesterday. 

“I want to give you a surprise. Surprise? Surprise?” 

“It’s more like a shock.” 

Jasmine Tong glanced at Mo Yiang. 

“Love is what it is, and your first on-screen k!ss is going to be dedicated to me 
anyway.” 

Mo Yiang hummed proudly, “Not only the first on-screen k!ss, but also the first 
on-screen bed scene, haha” 

Jasmine Tong really wanted to swing her fist towards his bitchy face! 

“What’s the matter with you? As the saying goes, it’s better to act out a k!ss 
scene or a bed scene with someone else than to take advantage of them.” 

Jasmine Tong rolled her eyes. 

“Black Earth, please keep your distance from me, and don’t let anyone know 
about our relationship.” 

“Why don’t I know how many celebrities want to hug my thighs cheap.” 

There are a lot of people who want to suck up to Mo Yiang. 

“I can’t shoot and fall to my death, okay?” 

“Geez, I’m a Star Emperor’s artist now too, I’m your senior brother, what does 
it matter if you get closer” 

“It’s like I signed up first, first come, first served, and I’m supposed to be the 
older sister.” 

“I’m a bigger curry than you. I’m a senior.” 



“One day, I’ll surpass you in curry and then be good enough to call me senior 
sister.” 

“Well, I’ll wait for the day when I can show you naked.” 

Mo Yiang originally thought the meeting would be incredibly joyful, but it 
turned out to be a real quarrel. 

Do he and Jasmine Tong have to be like this for the rest of their lives? 

Mo Yiang plays the male Chaosheng in the drama, and although Qin Liyuan is 
the female Huangfu Wan’er who ends up sharing the world with Mo Yiang’s 
son, the two of them don’t have much of a relationship. 

And the one who contracted the laughs and tears of the whole drama is all the 
second female Xia Feixue. 

There are also the most intimate scenes with Mo Yiang. 

That was why both Xu Xingru and Jasmine Tong had chosen this second 
female number two without any hesitation. 

Originally there were also intimate scenes between Qin Yiran and Mo Yiang, 
but for some reason, those scenes were censored and cut down to only one 
or two in the end. 

It was said that Qin turned up suddenly and asked for it. 

The first day of shooting was all about getting everyone warmed up, and it 
went pretty well. 

That night, the dumping began with an official announcement, with the men 
and women showing up. 

It was all over the screen for a while. 

Mo Yiang has just wrapped up ten movies of Huma Hong World, and now she 
is filming with Qin Jiangyan, this news is not only explosive. 

There was also a great deal of publicity on Qin’s side, and he also featured 
Mo Yiang on Weibo. 



After all, it was the same company, and although Feng Qian knew that Mo 
Yiang was upset, he still allowed Mo Yiang to reply politely. 

It’s a useful tool to promote each other and hype up the same company, 
nothing wrong with that. 

Compared to the last female number three, this time there is a lot of female 
number two drama, Jasmine Tong purposely took to Twitter. 

She posted stills from her first day of filming and wrote: “New beginning, Xia 
Feixue, come on oh. 

A stone stirred up a thousand waves, this night “Mo Yiang Xia Fei Xue k!ss 
scene bed scene” even on the hot search list first. 

The next day, Tong found that her followers had risen by a million overnight. 

Chapter 79 

The microblogging she just registered, because of the Huma red world box 
office high, which has 100,000 followers, Mo Yiang a microblogging actually 
let her rise so fast. 

You have to admire Mo Yi-Ang’s popularity. 

In the morning, Jasmine Tong received a call from Xu Xingru. 

Although Xu Xingru didn’t follow, Jasmine Tong’s every move was in Xu 
Xingru’s eyes. 

“What is your relationship with Mo Yiang?” 

Xu Xingru got straight to the point. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at this. 

“Uh that, me and” 

“Mandy, I’m your agent and need to know everything about you.” 

The agent and the artist must trust each other. 



The last star Xu Xingru brought with her was the one who had something to 
hide from her, so much so that when the scandal broke, there was no going 
back for Xu Xingru. 

Since then, Xu Xingru hated what the artists under her hands hid from her. 

“Mo Yiang and I went to college together, and when we went to school, we 
had a good, iron relationship.” 

Jasmine Tong could only answer truthfully. 

“The last time you promoted Huma Red World, Mo Yiang shouldn’t have come 
here for you, right?” 

Xu Xingru had seen something strange that day, she had never heard of Qin 
Liyuan and Mo Yiang having any intimate relationship. 

“Well.” 

“Good thing you didn’t step up and do a good job.” 

Xu Xingru was very satisfied with this choice of Jasmine Tong. 

The new young star can’t wait to climb a few big names, so that’s the 
equivalent of taking a shortcut. 

“Don’t worry, Sister Starru, I’ll keep my distance from him, and I also told him 
that our relationship can only be private.” 

“Well, remember there are never shortcuts in this world, I’m sure you have the 
score, nothing more, hang on.” 

After hanging up the phone, Jasmine Tong will get up to go to a new day of 
filming. 

Today there are more scenes with Qin Liyuan, who is the female lead and 
basically has to be filmed from when she was 15 or 16 years old. 

Jasmine Tong could have rested in the hotel, but she still came to see Qin 
Jianlian filming. 

I have to admit that Qin turned out to be worthy of the title of queen of the 
movies. 



At twenty-six years old, she is also handy in the role of a fifteen or sixteen 
year old unworldly girl. 

Every scene of Chin’s sudden death is basically one over. 

Back in the hotel, Mo Yiang quietly came to Jasmine Tong’s room. 

He finished early today, otherwise he would have been tired as a dog and 
couldn’t have come over. 

Entering Jasmine Tong’s room, Mo Yiang was like entering his own room, 
touching his stomach as he went to the refrigerator. 

“Do you have any food here, I’m so hungry, I miss your beef noodles.” 

Mo Yiang opened the refrigerator. 

The eyes lit up. 

doughnut 

Several boxes. 

Mo Yiang immediately held out all the cookies. 

“Manny, you’re so inadequate, you’re hiding good food and you don’t know to 
share it with me, did you make this yourself?” 

Mo Yiang stuffed two cookies directly into his mouth. 

“Well it’s still the same recipe, it still tastes the same.” 

He had always been impressed with Jasmine Tong’s handiwork. 

Jasmine Tong whooshed over and snatched all the cookies from Mo Yiang’s 
hands! 

“Shame on you Black Earth who told you to just touch my stuff” 

“Why are you so mean?” 

If Mo Yiang hadn’t come over today, she would have forgotten about her 
cookies. 



She had made the cookies to bring over ahead of time, in case she wanted to 
distribute them to directors, writers, crew and such. 

“Eat for me.” 

“No give,” 

Mo Yiang reached out and snatched a box over, stuffing it in his mouth as he 
ran. 

“You’re a foodie. Forget it. You can have the box.” 

Tong looked at the four boxes of cookies that she defended in her arms. 

“Who are you going to give it to, making so many” 

“A box for the director, and my makeup artist, and I didn’t know you were 
coming, or that suddenly you’d come, so no one else will.” 

Mo Yiang was still a little surprised to hear Qin Liyuan’s name. 

“Are you close to Qin Liyuan?” 

“It’s not bad, suddenly she’s my idol she’s nice, good temperament, good 
drama” 

Talking about her idols, Jasmine Tong’s heart was beautiful, she rarely had 
any favorite stars, and Qin Jianran was one. 

Mo Yiang naturally knew about the relationship between Qin Jianliang and his 
own young uncle. 

“I’m telling you, you watch out for her.” 

“Beware of what” Jasmine Tong felt bewildered. 

“Nothing, it’s better to keep your distance from her.” 

Come on, that’s your rival. 

Jasmine Tong, the idiot. 



Jasmine Tong glanced at Mo Yiang, “Just because of her relationship with 
your little uncle ah unexpectedly sister and your little uncle, that’s basically a 
flower stuck in a cow dung, okay” 

Mo Yiang was stunned. 

You’re the flower. 

“Okay, get the cookies and get out of here” Jasmine Tong lifted her foot and 
kicked Mo Yiang. 

“Well, I’m going back to bed, looking forward to tomorrow’s k!ssing scene oh” 

Mo Yiang took advantage of Jasmine Tong’s inattention and snatched another 
box of cookies from her, disappearing without a trace with lightning speed. 

Jasmine Tong expressed bewilderment. 

Never mind, that’s enough anyway. 

While it was still early, Jasmine Tong gave the director cookies and her own 
makeup artist, and finally knocked on Chin’s unexpected door. 

The one who opened the door was not Qin Lianyan, but Xia Lian. 

Because of the fact that there was a lot of drama today, Qin Tianran was 
probably tired, so Jasmine Tong couldn’t be bothered, so she gave the 
cookies to Xia Lian and went back. 

In the bedroom, Chin is reading a script with a mask on. 

“Who’s out there?” 

“Oh, it’s Jasmine Tong, she said she made her own cookies and gave them to 
Sister Thenan to try.” 

Qin suddenly looked up at the box of cookies in Xia Lian’s hand and pursed 
his lips and smiled. 

“This kid doesn’t even know I’m on a diet, so you put it in the fridge.” 

“Okay.” 



Charlene turned around and put the cookies in the fridge, so she didn’t bother. 

She followed Qin Jianlian, who was also a good eater, how could she like 
such a cheap cookie? 

The first two days of scenes warmed the actors up and finished, so everyone 
got acquainted and the filming went much more smoothly. 

There was a good scene today, the first k!ss scene between Mo Yiang and 
Jasmine Tong. 

Chaosheng and Xia Feixue grew up together, and at the age of fifteen or 
sixteen, when their love for each other began, they gave each other their first 
k!ss for the first time. 

Knowing that a k!ssing scene will be filmed today, Mo Yiang was so excited 
that he couldn’t sleep. 

Naturally, Jasmine Tong would be nervous, after all, it was her first k!ssing 
scene. 

“Mandy, Oneon, there’s a k!ssing scene later, so you two will rehearse it 
first.”The director said. 

Mo Yiang came to his senses, “Director, will I borrow the seat later, or will I 
shoot for real?” 

As he said that, Mo Yiang looked at Jasmine Tong unkindly. 

Chapter 80 

“We this scene ah, the main baked out is the young two small, must be 
particularly beautiful, so that will form a sharp contrast with the back, later to 
have a close-up, so, at first borrowed position, shooting close-ups or really 
shoot.” 

“Okay,” 

Mo Yiang’s face was all smiles! 

Jasmine Tong fiercely plucked out a glance at him. 



She had guessed from the start that the line of their relationship was one of 
immense beauty and simplicity at the beginning, to be contrasted with the 
falling apart of the two of them. 

Close-ups will definitely be taken when the time comes. 

It’s finally going to be shot. 

The blower blew countless peach blossom petals flying in the sky, and all of a 
sudden the women on the scene were bursting with girlie hearts. 

Such a romantic scene, k!ssing the handsome Mo Yi-Ang is too easy for 
Jasmine Tong. 

Jasmine Tong really hated to give up this opportunity. 

“Okay, all departments take their places, acn.” 

“Brother Sheng look, what beautiful peach blossoms” Xia Fei Xue a pale 
yellow jacket and a white cloak swirled around the peach blossoms in the sky. 

“Cheryl, slow down, and be careful of falling.”Chao Sheng walked steadily and 
followed behind her. 

“So beautiful,” Xia Feixue stood at Chaosheng’s side, holding out her hand to 
hold a peach blossom petal, her face dimpling with laughter. 

“Pretty?” 

“Hmmm,” a youthful smile rippled across Summer Feather’s face. 

“Not as good as my Cheryl.” 

Xia Feixue raised her head and met Chao Sheng’s gentle gaze. 

Slowly approaching lips 

“OK over.” 

The director was very pleased with the two men’s performance, “Come on, 
don’t move, just shoot close-ups.” 



Chao Sheng grabbed Xia Feixue’s arm, and Xia Feixue’s hand was placed on 
the side of Chao Sheng’s waist, and the two of them looked at each other. 

“Brother Sheng, will you always love me? “Xia Fei Xue shone with a pair of 
bright eyes. 

“Will, I will love my snow as this peach blossom, and as long as spring is here, 
the peach blossom will bloom.” 

Xia Feixue smiled shallowly. 

The close-ups are next. 

Chaosung leaned in close to Xia Feixue’s lips, and the close-up required the 
actor to maintain a pose for a long time. 

However, Mo Yiang was about to touch Xia Feixue’s lips when he got 
distracted. 

“Kaichion, you’re not looking right.” 

Mo Yiang even ng. 

Although this kid was always cynical, he was very professional when he was 
filming, and basically one over and never ng yet. 

When Xia Feixue raised her eyes, Mo Yiang’s face was red all the way to the 
roots of her ears. 

Naturally, this detail was also taken in by the director. 

“Yi-Ang, you old driver, you’ve filmed a lot of k!ssing scenes, why are you 
blushing so much today” 

Mo Yiang laughed awkwardly. 

“Director, I’m not familiar with the actor.” 

unfamiliar 

Jasmine Tong glared at Mo Yiang. 



“Black Earth, take good pictures don’t get distracted” Jasmine Tong reminded 
in a small voice. 

“Oneon, don’t be so stiff-mouthed.” 

“Where did Aang’s eyes go?” 

“Oneon, no, no, it doesn’t feel right.” 

Mo Yiang not only ate ng, he ate several in a row! 

In the end, the director had to give up, after all, he couldn’t hold up the 
shooting schedule, so the scene was pushed back, and the previous ones 
worked anyway, just a close-up. 

Mo Yiang has a feeling of f*cking a dog. 

He couldn’t sleep last night because of this, and when it really came down to it 
today, he was too excited to get off his chest! 

It’s really hard to cry. 

The point is ng this kind of thing is humiliating for him. 

“Black Earth you f*cking dropped the ball at a critical moment” Jasmine Tong 
a questioning tone of voice. 

“You know what the f*ck I didn’t sleep well yesterday, I’m not in good shape.” 

Mo Yiang was extremely frustrated. 

“Then how come you’re in such a good state when you’re playing against 
sudden death hey” 

Jasmine Tong suddenly smiled badly, “It’s not like you’re coveting this girl’s 
beauty, hahaha” 

Mo Yiang stared fiercely at Jasmine Tong. 

Yes, Jasmine Tong, I like you, can’t you feel it? 

Because of his passionate feelings for her, he can’t tell what’s reality and 
what’s acting when he’s filming, and that’s why he gets distracted! 



“I’m sure I’ll amaze you someday.” 

Mo Yiang has nothing good to say. 

“Well, I’ll wait,” 

Only Mo Yiang didn’t know that he’d never get another chance, because the 
only chance he’d ever get had been missed by himself. 

Somehow, I don’t know if it’s because the first male and the second female 
are both people who are familiar with her, but Jasmine Tong found the shoot 
very enjoyable. 

The show was funded by Star King and the main characters were all Star King 
people and everyone got along very well. 

On the other hand, Rameen shot the perfect favorite has been in the 
propaganda momentum, not yet started shooting, what makeup photos, 
official announcement began all the way to dominate the microblogging hot 
search list. 

Like Qingguo Qingcheng, the Ultimate Concubine is based on a popular IP, 
with Qingguo Qingcheng taking the family route and the Ultimate Concubine 
taking the funny route. 

For a while, the audience seemed to be very much looking forward to the 
Ultimate Favourite Princess, and the limelight completely overshadowed the 
dumping of the city with two big names, after all, it seems easier to go the 
funny route these days. 

That’s why Yixin International has spent a lot of money on the top favorite, 
and even more on its own artist Rameen Tong. 

The commercial for Cherry Blossom Love, which was shot by Rameen Tong, 
also went public, and for a while, Rameen Tong’s popularity flew through the 
roof. 

The contest between Luo Chen and Xu Xingru still looked like Luo Chen was 
the better fighter. 

dark empire (i.e. empire of darkness) 



Jasmine Tong has been on the set for over a week, and Albert Ou is back in 
grumpy fried mode. 

Somehow distracted, these days and nights have not slept well, full of 
Jasmine Tong, why does he miss that woman so much? 

“Russel Cheng, how many days has Jasmine Tong been on the set?” 

Russel Cheng was terrified. 

“O, O, the wife has been in the cast for ten days.” 

“It’s only been ten days.” 

What to do with the rest of the day? 

Albert Ou chattered his teeth raw. 

“Mr. Ou, if you really miss your wife, why don’t you go visit the crew, anyway, 
this drama is the number one investment of Star King International, it’s 
understandable for you, as the owner of Star King International, to visit the 
crew.” 

“Visiting the class,” 

Albert Ou figured it out. 

“You’ll go tonight and make the arrangements.” 

Russel Cheng: “ 

Don’t be in such a hurry. 

“Is it inappropriate to visit at night?” 

“What’s inappropriate is that I’m going to see Jasmine Tong and no one else.” 

“Good.” 

Russel Cheng, like a roundworm in Albert Ou’s stomach, directly found out 
Jasmine Tong’s hotel room number and brought Albert Ou to Yancheng at 
night. 



There are still a few costume dramas being filmed at night in Goose Town, but 
Jasmine Tong has already called it a day. 

Russel Cheng also came here after making some inquiries. 

The hotel is now completely quiet. 

“You wait for me in the car.”Albert Ou gave the order, got out of the car with 
his long legs, and headed straight for the 8th floor of the hotel. 

 


